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Abstract 

in this paper, we present our progress to 
date on coupling t ie Tandem Mirror tfeactor (TMP) 
t thermocnemicjl cycl"s for hydroaen production. 
We use the example ol tne sullur iodine cycle as 
developed by the General Atomic Company, ani) the 
blanket concept based on a pool boiler of a molten 
mixture of litltium ana sodium. 

We pxplorp 1 inkirrj the blanket to the llpSOfl 
vaporization units ano ^Oj decomposition reactor 
with either sodium or helium, anrl otscuss the eng
ineering and safety problems associated with ihese 
choices. This tl^bll^ step uses ahoul. "0* of 
the 1HR heat and is best close-touplPd to the nu
clear island. The rest of the process we propose 
to be driven by steam .jnr! floes not rc-omre 
close-coupling. 

The sodium loop coupling seems In he 
preicraole at this cme. We can operate with a 
olanket arouno l?00 I', ana tne SU3 decomposer 
around lUbll K. 1 n 1 s configuration offers 
ooiiblfc-Parru r (iroter I ion hetwan I :-T,a ar.o the 
SOj process gases, I• (• n 1. oipes u»ter an 
al i ruct 've alternate to provine >n additional 
oorrier, added nodularity for in reased 
r e l l o b l 1 i t y , and t r i t i u m concen t -a l i on and 
isolation operations Mtn very I.Lfle thermal 
penult}. 

dacKjronrd 

f'yflrcgen, a'ready a valuable raw material 
lor our large ; l . b. pnvroleum ano p.'~ochemical 
industries, by 'a r l y /DUO is exported to become 
an important renewable-based transportable fuel 
by i tsel f or in some hydrocarbon form, such a<; 
meinanol, Hydrogen tan be produced through 
Decomposition n ' water- by mean' ol the rmochemical 
cycles, which reduce the high temperature 
reciui cements of the SOOOK straight thermal 
decomposition process t'> levels that can be 
generated in nuclear f ission or fusion reactors, 
or in digit-intensity, focused solar collectors. 

We are interfacing our Tandem Mirror Fusion 
Reactor (TMR) to several tnermnchemical cycles 
unoer a new OOL contract at LLL ent i t led: 
"Synfutls from Fusion." In this proqram we take 
advantage of the tavordhle engineering features 
of the Tandem configuration. The TfR consists of 
a cyl indrical snlenoidal, energy-producing 
section between eno cells that provide the 
containment; the solenoid contains modular 
blanket sections with simple pipinq and 
electr ical connections. The blanket module 
produces both high temperature ( i . e . , W O 
heat and the required tr i t ium to fuel the [IT 
reactor. Materials and engineering structural 
problems are minimized by the favorable geom-

* This work was performed under the auspices 
of the U.S. Department of Energy by the 
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory under contract 
number H-7405-ENG-48. 

etry, the steady state magnetic f ie ld ind the 
temperature. 

The chemical engineering portion of our 
program plan or this project is to develop 
c r i t i ca l process unit conceptual designs which 
are simple and credible, lo keep the overall 
temperature requirement as low as possible around 
l?0D K, and capitalize on the unique advantaqes 
the fusion reactors offer as drivers to tbermn-
chemical hydrogen and synfue! plants. I believe 
thai tne measure of our success in achieving 
these goals w i l l be reflected in top favorable 
economics for thr cost oi the hydrogen product 
ana the economic val idi ty of the plant as an 
investment oy private industry around ?030. 

The philosophy used in developing the 
chemical engineering aspects of conceptual 
designs involving new technology areas is to 
f irst, examine the constraints on tne design, such 
as the fusion physics, blanket requirements, 
plant ttid pruuuc.1 reouirrwrnts, salety ana 
environmental constraints, and then proreeii wilh 
the job to aevtlop Ihe engineering technology 10 
meet tnps r< constraints. 

In this paper, we present thi: progress of 
our work tu date, i .e . . the in|prfa:,inr of the 
Tanoem Mirror Reactor'^) Lo the f,. i;, cycle. 
Tirst we discuss the energy prot i le demands ot 
the CA. cycle, ttvn I be I i-l,a cauldron blankei 
neat exchange reouiremnnts to drive the cycle, 
and f ina l ly tbe engineering tradeoffs in d i f fer 
ent (oncepts for linkinc the cauldron hlankpt to 
the ':herniocnemical process plant. In a separale 
paper (5) prepared for the Fourth ANS topical 
meeting on Controllen Nuclear rusi< n we present, 
the d e t a i l s ot our approaches In desioninq the 
jl);j decomposer reactor, using tne neat balance 
and interface tradeoff findings nt this papi r a<. 
a t.asis. 

The I l-Na Cauldron Blanket Design 

The unqinal pool boiler ronrept ol ' - (fi-7i 
ana later Pengergrass (8), linked to ni.^ present. 
simple cyl indrical geometry of the TMi-, n I lows us 
to surround tne plasma with « number ol individual 
blanket modules containing a 'IO-^O binary mixture 
of lithium ana snaium. Tnis pool boiler is sbc-«n 
in Figure 1. 

Two tanaem mirror blanket ronrepts are heinci 
explored: 1. a lithium-sodium 1'ouid metal pooi 
boiler ana ?. a lithium oxioe microsphere moving 
bed, Tnree tnermochemi^al cycles: (a) G.A.'s 
sulfur-iodine process' ' ' , (b) Westinqhouse's 
sulfur cyc le" ' ,and Ic> ISI'RA's Park 13-V? 
process'--1), ire being examined to determine 
their advantages or disaovantaqes for interfacing 
to tne Tanaem Mirror Reactor. 

In these U.S. studies the major thrust of 
the design efforts has been directed toward 
maximizing the therttiochemical efficiency of the 
cycle and very l i t t l e attention has been paid to 
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FIG. 1, The cauldron crmcept-housinq a hot f l u i d 
in a cool O'Hl ainer. 

the chemical or mechanical engineering desiqn 
of the individual c r m c a l prucess units and to 
trie overall cost ano performance ramifications, 
Onl> for the bl'HA cyi le 13) has a significant 
ef fort been made at uomg the nrocess aesior in 
enouge oetai l so that estimates of product cnsts 
ano overall plant Honnruics could he determined 
with some rel iahi l i t y . 

Tne enerqy inp,.t from the plasma heals the 
f lu id mixture jnti Causes the sodiunt In preferen
t i a l l y vaporize 'the vapor pressures of lithium 
and sodium at 1/IJlJ I are respectively ? x 1CT' 
atm. ano I.', aim., a difference of 75 timps), 
leaving the l i tnium behind in the l iquid pool to 
Dreeo t r i t ium. I ltoium alnnp could not he used 
because unreasonably high vapor velocities would 
De needed to carry the h f jat awa^. The sodium 
vapor, transporting energy as latent heat, con
denses on heat exchanger tubes that are outside 
of tne magnetic f i e l d rone, where they are free 
from MHO effects. Energy is then transferred 
from the conoensing vapor heat exchanqer to the 
sodium which acts as the heat transfer f lu id in 
an intermediate loop carrying the heat outside 
the nuclear island, and then to other loops 
feeding tne myriad of process exchangers within 
tne tnermocreitiical hydrogen production cycle. 

k'itnin tne cauldron, the Li and No are 
miscible and circulat ion patterns are set up by 
two effects: (a) the exponential decrease in 
energy deposition in the blanket as a function of 
radius ano (b) the density difference between 
l iauid sodium and lithium, Additional means to 
drive the circulation may be provided by sparging 
with helium gas. 

The structural container fur th is hot, 1200 
K f l u i d mixture as shown in Figure 1 is held at a 
temperature of 700 - 750 K with the signif icant 
AT taken across f e l t metal between the cool 
f i r s t wall exchanger tubes and a compressively 
loaded membrane on the hot, l.?00 K side. The 
fe l t metol is a metallic f iber with low thermal 
conductivity, perhaps 10* that of common metals, 
and is f i t t ed between these surfaces. This f iber 
is designed for performance at a thickness of 0.5 
cm with about a "10% void fraction of f ibers. He 
propose to cool tne f i r s t wall tubes with an or
ganic coolant. One of the lavnrable character
is t ics of tnis module is i t s low operating pressurp 
( t l .S atm) and consequent low stresses. The^e 
low stresses, coupled with the low structural 
temperature, make safety and integri ty of contain
ment a major attraction of this design. 

The indivicual cauldron blanket modules arp 
interspersed between successive snloooiaal coi ls 
spaced around foi t meters on center, a distance 
determined by allowable ripple ('>?,] in the B 
f i e l d . There are l ikely to he two module pairs 
for each four meter section, or somewhere around 
7b to 150 modules in a l l . Tne modules are iso
lated from the (outsve) environment, by. (a! 
their own double wall structure; (b) a carbon 
reflector and shir In; (c) by an interior envelope 
covering ihe r, add ' anil ht Id al x l lH- - 10^ 
torr and !o) by a 1,0 or l.!> m s l re l - l ined , 
concrete containment slructure, which is 
evacuated or {ontains an inert cover gas. 

'his cauldron blanket moduli otters some 
untune chemicn! engmeerinn advantages to the 
couplino Klin thi l hermni heniKal 'yclt- which can 
help us a<hi'-v> a simple am; rel iable design, 
l u s t , the module HimplPKly eniapsulal.es the 
houiii metal , i-f,a mixture and avoids the problem 
of pumping large ouantines m Mould metals into 
aoo out ot the fusion hlankei areas throuqh 
neutron fluxes or magnetic f ie lds. Ibis means 
tnat we (on oblain one satety-iselation barrier 
at tm conoensing vapor heat F -I hantu-r installed 
In the vapor oome, <is shown le f ic,. I or w i t h 
neat pipes, rts <ho ^ later. Tne nodule i tse l f . 
as dlscusseo in a Separate t nmpar-ine |,aper by R. 
W. werntr I S , offers a number oi fu tures 
leading to high r> l i a b i l i t y ari l '-,il f t v: low 
pressure jnimiii 1-. aim., tool /lit 1.' f i r s t wal l , 
muQular Tiisi'jn *er eas) maiPli-Tiani e ano niqli 
total plan! r e l i a b i l i t y , ln^ o i t i v i t y titamum-
vanaoium stroctun to reduce "Hot" maintenance 
nanuling problems and pnsslbli n tease of 
activation products, ano a simple structure that 
car, be manufactured using today's techno'oqy. 

Tnese umoue design features of thp cauldron 
blanket can be exploited in developing 
interface dtsign concepts for driving the theritio-
chemical process, such as the Vw pressure cool
ant that can feed d i r f ly the S0j decomposer 
reactor operating around 1050 to 1080 K. We next 
discuss the temperature reouirements of the G.fl. 
cycle and the implications tor the various 
chemical engineering design concepts for the 
TMR/cycle linkage. 

The GA-tycle Energy Prof l ie Demands 

The sulfur-iooine cycle being developed by 
the General Atomic Company (1) is a pure 
thermochemical cycle operating in an a l l 
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liauia-gaseous environment. The essential steps 
of the GA sulfur-iodine cycle are: 

2H?0 + SO? * x l ? + H2SO4 * ? H I X , (370-390K) ( l ' | 
2 H I X * H? + x l j , (393K) (?) 
H 2S0i] - H?0 + SO? • 1/? 0? . (1144K) (3) 

All reactions in tnis system nave been verfied 
in the laboratory and total recycle has been 
demonstrated in a closed loop cycle, bench-scale 
Demonstrator. None of these reactions goes to 
completion; therefore, it is necessary to 
separate reaction products from the reactants, 
Major parts of the process arp associated with 
separation and purification of the reaction 
products. A key to the successful operation of 
the process is the liouid-liauid phase separation 
of tne reaction products of reaction (I). These 
solutions are separatee into a lower density 
phase, containing Ĥ SOa, and n-fi, and a 
higher density phase containing HI, 1?, ana 
H-fi. This important advancement was developed 
at General Atomic. 

Figure 2 is a schematic flow diagram of the 
sulfur-ioaine cycle showing product mass flows 
ano tne recycle streams. Though we nave access 
to tne full process engineering flowsheets, the 
features shown in the conceptual mock diagram in 
Figure I, are adequate for this paper,. 

In general flowsheets (1) of Section I, 
involve H^SOn -HI Production ano Separation; 
Section II, K2SD4 Concentration and SO3 
Decomposition; Section H I, HI Separation; 
Section IV, Hi Pecomposition and H? Purification. 

The dominant pnerijy recjui cements, hpat vs. 
temperature, ire necessary in this process for the 
H^SC; concentration, bniling, ano decomposition 
steps, shown in figure 3 totaling 4'>&kJ/g mole 
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FIG. I. Schematic flow diagram for the General 
Atomic Sulfur-Loine Process. 
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FIG. 3. Hpi-t requirements for the HjSOii 
concentration, boi l ing, and 
fieccmposition. 

Hj. Ihese break down into about 1/3 for each of 
these steps. An additional 108 kJ/g mole Hj , is 
required for hi decomposition ifta other miner 
steps. Another 44 kj/g mole H2 is needed to meet 
mainly pumping requirements for the helium coolant 
streams as well as o'.ner streams within the process 
i t se l f . Thus, the total reactor heat load is 608 
kJ/g molt I!;. As we ootimiie our own process 
flow sneet development for the TKR, we also wart rr 
approximate this solid curve in Fig. 3 as closely 
as possible as in tne oasnpd curve with a large 
number of heat exchangers, economizers and heat 
recover^ units in order to gel. a nioh \irr:rptf, 
ei f ic ien.y , consistent with goon i-tnnnnks. 

General Atomic nrives their suhur-iocine 
process with helium from an H'f:i-! through neny 
turbines anrj heat exchargprs. Int tnprmal 
history of the primary neltnm frnm the HTGR ano 
01 the seionoary helium driving the process U 
shown in Fig. 4 for the three parallel f i r s t -
stage heat exchangers I'tOO, FhOl ana fM!7. As 
shown h' '.he nashea lines twenty-eight percpn*. nf 
tne hi 1 mi' hi'fltt-c by the l'*G: 's o l i v r e d at a 
temperature ot I?I3UK with the primary ' l u i g 
returning at /:( l fV, 35% f ro:r- S i ' lo ' 3i'°F ?nu 
3/ i >rom l.-i'b 11 ."JCK. "he s o l i : line 
represents tne Secondary nclj. ; ':> nh; ( t i d r i ven nos* 
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FiG. 4. Thermal loading curve for the three 
primary helium exchangers in the 
HTGR-driven G.A. cycle. 
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of the process exchangers shown as dashed in Fig. 
3. So, if we take the G.fl. process as entirely 
thermal, at 608 KJ/g mole Hj, our blanket 
should provide heat in about the same ratios. 
Inis heat exchanger arrangement is shown in 
figure 5, For a more detailed job in developing 
the THR/process interface heat exchanger using 
sodium, the design would require an elimination 
of the primary turbines and compressors, and a 
redesign and reoptimization of the G.A. cycle. 
This is beyond the scope of our present project, 
out is planned for the future. 

The interface configuration shown in Fig. 5 
as Concept #1, offers a fairly close match 
between thermal energy output of the TNR vapor 
dome, the first wall and the direct converter 
with the H2SO4 concentration, vaporizer, and 
SO3 decomposer. The lower temperature first 
wall heat exchanger can provide lower grade heat, 
arouno 5%, at about 700 K via an organic poly
pheny! coolant. The direct converter, operating 
at nigh voltage, suggests a helium gas coolant to 
remove a residual hi heat load. These last two 
neat exchangers can provide lower grade process 
steam in the 700 K rangp. Because of these 
different characteristics of tne THR the 
exchangers in Figure a fcr the HTGP-driven cycle 
must oe reconfigureo. 

In linking the TMP to the G. A. cycle, the 
cauldron o -• nnsing vapor heat exchange loop is 
tr« critical one. We show in Figure 5 the 
possibilitips of using either sodium, helium or 
potassium vapor. Concept *2 would involve 
introducing a heat pipe between the cauldron and 
this loop; with the engineering tradeoffs for 
this concept discusses later in the paper. 
Contest 13 would involve introducing an addi
tional, secondary helium loop to interface with 
the SO3 decomposer to provide additional 
isolation between liouid metals and the SO3, 
SO?, 0?, HjO-containing process stream. The 
details of Concept #3 ate presently being 
developed in a smaller, separate study and will 

GA Cycle Coupling to TMR 
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\ ] H
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lOrjanic I 5% ? : V Steam generator* j : £ Prorats 55J WratorW : i 

4 i <• 
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Ht I 5% -j: fr Steam generators •{ ] frProct» 5% 
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'IE. 5. Concept # ) : Coupling the three reactor 
heat sources to the process. 

be reported in the near future. For the purposes 
of this paper we will focus on Concepts I 1 and 2. 

Chemical Engineering Tradeoffs with Interlacing: 

Let us now examine the design constraints 
with the temperature conditions shown In Figure 1 
for the cauldron (first wall at 700 K and Li-Na 
mixture at around 1200 K) and as shown in Concept 
#1 in Figure 5 with an all-sodium loop and 
molybdenum alloy (TZM) condensing vapor heat 
exchanger. There are four thermal resistances 
important to our design work: 1. AT across 
the condensing Na vapor, 2, A M n tne 11 Quid 
sodium flowing through the insioe of the exchanger 
tube within the cauldron, 3. AT in the liauid 
sodium at the SO3 decomposer, and 4. AT within 
the hot SO3, SO2, 0?, and HjO within the 
SO3 decomposer. The detailed analysis of 
these various heat transfer resistances and the 
economics of pumping power will be reported in 
a future paper, but for the purposes of this 
paper, we estimate them to total about 150 k to 
200 K. 

These estimated constraints, conseouently, 
lead to a reasonable range for the blanket 
operation 'if 1200 to 1250° K ano for the 
SO3 decomposer of 1050 to 1080 k.. Our goal 
for the blanket is around 1200 K and anything 
above 125J K offers serious materials problems 
(10). Tjfe $03 kinetics and equilibrium 
(11-12), as measured recently by the General 
Atomic Company, show this critical, high 
temperature SO3 decomposition reactor to he 
surface kinetics (heterogeneous) controlled at 
lower temperature, below 1050 K, ano homogeneous 
at higher temperatures, ahout 1I Ml K. for 
non-catalytic surfaces (i.e. heat exenanger 
tubing) the conversion from SO;, to SO? is 
about 0,3 at 1180 K and 0.2 at"l080 K lor a 0.3 
to 1 second residence time ana at around 1,5 atm 
total pressure, Tnis 20-30% conversion leads to 
large (i.e. three to five times) recycle 
H2SO4 flows ano thus much larger and more 
expensive equipment. Increased residence time, 
although improving the kinetics, increases the 
s u e of the equipment, increased total pressure 
decreases equipment size but unfavorably shifts 
the enuilibrium, and decreased conversion 
increases equipment size. Catalytic.il ly enhanced 
kinetics (11,12) greatly improve the conversion 
to the area of 65 to 80)1 for our conditions, hut 
complicates the SO3 oecomposer (ar beyond a 
single incoloy-800 and/or TMR hut exchanger. 
This complicated topic and SO3 decompiler 
oesign requirements are presented in a separate 
paper (5), but this above discussion lays out the 
engineering tradeoff issues arising from the 
chemical engineering of 5O3 decomposition. 

We have also showr in Figure 5 three regions 
separating the coupling: the nuclear island where 
the reactor-heated coolants are handled; the 
intermediate building where the process fluids or 
steam are brought in proximity with the heated 
coolant; ^na the process regior where at some 
large distance from the reactor steam is 
heat-exchanged with process fluids or used to 
drive pumps or compressors, These different 
regions were selected for safety isolation 
reasons. For example, we want to avoid such 
process streams containing O2, H?0, etc, from 
leaking into the sodium loop and causing a fire 
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that would engulf the fi-Na-containing modules. 
We also want to avoid running the sodium loop a 
long distance out into the theraiochemical plant 
for safety and economic reasons. 

The intermediate building is conceived as an 
isolated heavy concrete structure capable of 
withstanding sodium fire. It is also separated 
in orae- to isolate these reactor coolant-process 
heat e> .hangers from any possible accident that 
might < ;cur within the reactor hall or out in the 
thermochemical plant. 

The next issue that controls our interface 
design and introduces additional engineering 
tradeoffs, is the problem of tritium permeation 
into the hydrogen product stream and eventual 
loss to the environment. This problem is most 
difficult for a singlf- loop system coupling the 
cauldron to the process. Additional isolation 
loops (i.e. helium) make tnis problem much easier 
to handle. But for this Concept #1 case, we must 
face the most challenging situation first. We 
have done this and the details are reported 
elsewhere ( U ) . 

for the purposes of this paper we summarize 
in Figure b our Concept #1 involving a sodium 
loop. Here we remove the bred tritium from the 
pool boiler by processing the vapor space. We 
maintain low, 3 ppb, levels of tritium in the 
sodium loop Dy a similar processor designed to 
hold the loss inLo the thermochemical process 
Delow bci/a or '/ ,iCi/m^ for public protection. 

Our Concept ?<r, as introduced earlier 
involves tne use of heat pipes (11,15) to 
transport heat from the condensing Na vapnr in 
the Li-Na cauldron to J heat transfer medium such 
as soon™, potassium, helium in Figure 6. This 
concept is Shown for sodium in Fig'-T? ?, Tt* 
heat pipes additionally provioe a tritium-
concentrating feature where the internal vapor 
(i.e., sodium) sweeps tritium to the right hand 
side where it can be removed through a niobium 
window at high efficiency. The heat pines can be 
made of Incolny - BOOH or TZH, A similar opera
tion using helium instead of sodium in the loop 
appears fpasible and has many safety advantages 

i l l I I I •"'!;/"?" 
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FIG. 6. Tritium scavenging system for a sodium 
loop interface from the TMR to the 
sulfur-iodine cycle. 
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FIG. 7. Tritium scavenging system for a heat 
pipe-driven sodium loop. 

as described above, Thus, it appears from this 
analysis that a single loop system using sodium 
is feasible from the SO3 decomposer and tritium 
handling and inventory standpoint. 

The last issue introducing engineering 
tradeoffs is that of containme*1 of possible 
neutron-induced activation products in 
lithium-sodium fires. There has been concern 
that the release of neutron-induced activation 
products might be of greater concern from thp 
safety and environmental standpoint than are 
accidental releases of tritium (lb-?0). It was 
concluded (17,19) that the release of activation 
products in severe accidents involving UWMAK-1 
Tokamak reference designs could deliver acute 
off-site doses appreciably larger than those frnT. 
even a very large tritium release (more than 700 
MCi) when stainless steel or molybdenum alloys 
are involved. Ihe consequences nf such acciden's 
are Shown (17,1'J] to be comparable to those from 
fission reactor jeeidents, although the 
probabilities for such fusion accident, may he 
very much less. 

In our Tandem Hirrnr-driven thermochemical 
plant we niw attempted to address these concerns 
by providing design features which will greatly 
reduce both the consequence and the probability 
of such releases over Tokamak designs. Mrst, 
our cooler first-wall design allows us to use 
titanium with its characteristically low activity 
(1U). Next, the simpler TMR blanket cylindrical 
geometry allows us to modularize, contain and 
encapsulate the fi-Na mixture. The lithium is 
opt used in a flowing system, and thereby has a 
lower probability for leakage compareo to a pipe 
or pump failure. Although the stored chemical 
energy (releasable only by reaction with oxygen, 
water, or water of hydration) is not reduced in 
this design, we can reduce the opportunity for 
the release of this energy by reducing the 
likelihood for mutual contact between ti and (ia 
and these critical reactants of 0? and H?0, 

We know from studies on lithium aerosols 
generated in lithium fires (21) and from experi
mental work (22,23) at Hanford, that we need to 
prevent any lithium spills from burning and that 
we will need to capture fire aerosols contamin
ated with neutron activation products. 



Several solutions emerge: (1) a blanket 
module dump valve and surrounding vault to channel 
the drained or leaked lithium-sodium pool into an 
inert gas filled tank to reduce the amount of 
energy released into the containment, (2) the use 
of chemical fire extinguishers (i.e., graphite, 
NaCL, and LiF), (3) subatmospheric containment 
pressures (and/or low oxygen concentration), and 
(4) active post-accident cooling of the 
containment gas and aerosol filtering of any 
vented gases. Since, even under the worst case 
accident condition, it appears difficult (17) to 
generate enough heat from a Li fire to melt the 
activated first-wall material, implementation of 
one or more of these engineering solutions should 
greatly reduce the probability of this kind of 
accident. 

Filtration of both the lithium and sodium 
aerosols appear straightforward, capturing nearly 
all the airborne particles on commercial HEPA 
filters. 

We have also provided a passive control 
means as a backup. This concept utilises 
Hanford's (22,23) finding that graphite spheres 
are an effective means to quickly reduce the 
temperature of the melt and quench the combustion 
reaction, as shown in Figure 8. We nave also 
provided an inert gas purge to help insure the.', a 
fire thai might occur at the top surface of the 
graphite bed would not propagate downward through 
the graphite f"d and involve the lithium pool. 

The amount of graphite spheres required to 
auench lOmfym length of Li-Na in the TMR to be
low 300°C, where no further reactions are likp-
ly, would be around 10 Mg/m of length. These 
graphite spheres could be contained, as shown in 
Figure 8, witnin a boundary some 33 cm wide out
side of the solenoid coils and extending up to 
the condensing vapor heat exchanger. This enve
lope would cover the full width of the module and 
includes a large safety factor. 

The area around these blanket modules, shown 
in Figure 8, is densely packed with piping and 
electronic cabling and complicates the use of 
graphite spheres in this region. One concept, 
that appears practical, is to use small (3mm dia) 
graphite spheres that can be pneumatically 
conveyed into and out of this outer vault area. 
Tnis is the kind of pneumatic technology that is 
being used in the new double-glazed solar windows 
where the space in between can be made clear or 
opaoue at the flip of a switch by blowing dark 
beads into and out of the space. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. The TMR Li-Na cauldron blanket concept 
provides a good match to the temperature 
requirements of G. A. cycle. 

2. A single sodium loop (Concept #1) 1 liking 
the pool boiler condensing vapor heat 
exchanger to tbermocfiemical process appears 
at tnis early stage to be the leading 
candidate for meeting the SO3 
decomposition requirements of 1050 - 1080K 
with a 1200 - 1250 K blanket. 

3. The use of heat pipes in the pool boiler 
vapor dome appear viable as the second 
candidate (Concept #2), offering additional 

Inert get 
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Vaul t inner wall 

Inerted or evacuated 

Graphite sphere; 

- V a u l t outer wall 

Inert 981 

To graphite 
sphere reservoir 

dump tank 

FIG. 8. Lithium-sodium emergency containment 
concept. 

isolation, modularity and tritiuiii 
concentration capability, 

1. There are a complex set of tradeoffs in 
thermal efficiency and cost in comparing 
THR/G.A. cycle coolant links using all He, 
all Na or a Na-He intermediate loop, and 
this topic has been assigned to a special 
study. 

5. Lithium/sodium fire hazards can be 
adequately handled with inerted dump tanks 
and graphite spheres to absorb the residual 
hea\. 

6. The hazardtof first-wall activation product 
releases in a lithum/sodium fire are reduced 
greatly through use of low-activiation 
titanium/vanadium first-wall ano 
extinguishment of lithium/sodium fires. 

7. Tritium can be contained, holding 
environmental losses to 11 ci/d and product 
losses to 5 ci/d. 
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